
 

 

GUIDELINES ON COLLECTION OF KEGS/CASKS/CYLINDERS 

FROM CLOSED PREMISES 

It is illegal to sell or dispose of empty kegs, casks and dispense gas cylinders. These remain the legal 

property of the owner whose identity is clearly marked on the outside of the container. 

STEP 1. 

In order to facilitate the uplift of kegs/casks/dispense gas cylinders from closed premises for repatriation to 

the relevant brewer or gas company, the owner of the premises, or the owner’s representative, must 

ensure that Kegwatch are provided with the following information before arranging a collection date :- 

 Full address details of the property   

 Number of kegs/cylinders to be uplifted, and sizes if possible 

 Number of full/part full kegs, and sizes, if possible (to determine manpower needed to carry out 

the uplift) 

 Is there a drop to the cellar and if so, how big? 

 Does the cellar have skids fitted or an electric hoist? 

 Does the cellar show any signs of flooding? 

 Is there parking on site for our vehicle? 

 If there is no on-site parking, are there any parking/waiting restrictions outside the property? 

 Has the electricity been disconnected? 

STEP 2. 

Once a collection date has been agreed, please ensure that your representative: - 

 is available to meet the Keg Watch collection agent at the premises at the agreed time 

 has the correct keys for all entrances to the premises – to include cellar hatch/flap, doors, gates and 

outbuildings 

 has correct tools to open entrances  plus additional locks should any need to be replaced 

 remains on site whilst collection is being carried out 

 is responsible for securing premises after collection has been carried out 

 ensures that access to the kegs / cylinders has been cleared of all rubbish and obstacles 

PLEASE NOTE: 

Keg Watch agents are not authorised to:- 

 Disconnect or uplift any propane/butane/helium bottles 

 Uplift dispense equipment. Your organisation, or your representative, should contact the relevant 

brewer to advise them of the closure of the premises and make necessary arrangements regarding 

the dispense equipment*. 

*The BDA (Brands Dispense Association) Major UK Brewers (AB InBev, Accolade, Carlsberg, Heineken and Molson 

Coors) Agreement includes coordinating removal and uplift of Dispense Equipment on notification 
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